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Background – the Abc Project

Related to recent and future climate change an increase in frequency and intensity of 
heat waves is expected for Germany (e.g. Zacharias et al. 2014). In particular for 
urban areas a distinct vulnerability against such events has to be stated. However, 
depending on the specific urban structural characteristics also intra-urban variations 
concerning the potential thermal load have to be taken into account (Straub et al. 
2018).

Within the framework of the interdisciplinary research project Abc (Augsburg bleibt 
cool – Augsburg stays cool) – funded by the German Federal Ministry for 
Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety – it is intended to detect and 
quantify urban thermal hot-spots with respect to outdoor and as well indoor air 
temperatures in the city of Augsburg (Bavaria, SE Germany). The knowledge of such 
spatiotemporal patterns of thermal and especially heat-stress exposure are an 
indispensable basis for any further aspired local climate modeling and adaptation 
studies.
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Temperature Measurements in Summer 2019

The summer of 2019 featured significantly too warm conditions in Germany during all 
summer months (e.g. Matzarakis et al. 2020). This included several distinct warm 
episodes and heat waves, the most pronounced of these appearing around end of 
July.

Air temperature at the official DWD-station Augsburg-Mühlhausen
Hourly data from June – September 2019
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Temperature Measurements in Summer 2019

The summer of 2019 featured significantly too warm conditions in Germany during all 
summer months (e.g. Matzarakis et al. 2020). This included several distinct warm 
episodes and heat waves, the most pronounced of these appearing around end of 
July.

Air temperature at the official DWD-station Augsburg-Mühlhausen
Hourly data from July 21 – July 29 2019

Air temperature at the official DWD-station Augsburg-Mühlhausen
Hourly data from June – September 2019
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Temperature Measurements in Summer 2019

To record thermal indoor conditions, in June 2019 around 500 low-cost thermometers 
and around 50 thermo-hygrometers have been distributed among residents of the 
central city parts of Augsburg to record ambient indoor temperatures during summer. 
As high indoor air temperatures are suspected to be health relevant in particular 
during night (e.g. Anderson et al. 2013), participants placed the thermometers in their 
bedrooms.

Outdoor temperature and humidity have been recorded simultaneously by an already 
existing comprehensive urban climate measuring network (Beck et al. 2018).

Elitech RC-5 and GSP-6
temperature and
temperature-humidity logger

Mobilisation activities for
promoting the indoor
temperature measurements

Sent back loggers
waiting for read-out

Info leaflet for
participating citizens
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Temperature Measurements in Summer 2019

Indoor temperature measurements have been performed in different parts of 
Augsburg. Focusing on Local Climate Zone categories Compact Mid Rise, Open Mid 
Rise and Open Low Rise and covering urban neighbourhoods with different 
characteristics concerning building age etc.
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Results

Indoor temperature measurements are available for 554 temperature loggers. 

Hourly mean indoor temperature for June – September 2019
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Results

Indoor temperature measurements are available for 554 temperature loggers. 

Hourly mean indoor temperature for July 24 – July 26 2019

----- maximum indoor air temperature (26°C) recommended for susceptible groups
according to the „Heatwave Plan for England“ (Public Health England 2015)
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Results

Differences of indoor temperatures between Local Climate Zones.

Frequencies of indoor temperature
measurements for LCZ categories Daily mean indoor temperatures

(July 24 – July 26  2019)
grouped according to LCZ categories

Daily mean indoor temperatures
(June – September 2019)
grouped according to LCZ categories

July Heatwave

June - September

Distribution of Loggers
between LCZ categories
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Results

Differences of indoor temperatures between Local Climate Zones.

Daily mean indoor temperatures
(July 24 – July 26  2019)
grouped according to LCZ categories

Daily mean indoor temperatures
(June – September 2019)
grouped according to LCZ categories

July Heatwave

June - September

Significance of differences between LCZs
(p-values from a pairwise Wilcoxon test)

Significance of differences between LCZs
(p-values from a pairwise wilcoxon test)
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Results

Differences of indoor temperatures between Local Climate Zones.

June - September

Number of days with a minimum indoor air
temperature exceeding
26°C (June – September 2019; n = 73 days)
grouped according to LCZ categories

Significance of differences between LCZs
(p-values from a pairwise Wilcoxon test)
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Results

Differences of indoor temperatures (July heatwave) related to building/apartment 
characteristics.

Floor Building Age

Building Type Number of Rooms
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Results

Differences of indoor temperatures (July heatwave) related to building/apartment 
characteristics.

Number of Rooms
no signific

ant diffe
rences for α

 = 0.05

Building Type

Building AgeFloor

indicate significant (α = 0.05) pairwise differences (according to pairwise Wilcoxon tests)
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Results

Indoor temperatures in different apartments of one single building
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Results

Indoor temperatures in different apartments of one single building

Bedroom temperatures (15min data) in different apartments in the same building

ground floor

1st floor

2nd floor (no external walls, no windows)

2nd floor (attic)
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Summary

● During summer 2019 around 550 low cost temperature loggers have been 
distributed among residents in the city of Augsburg

● Resulting indoor temperature measurements reach values exceeding 35°C
● and document several days featuring a potentially health relevant thermal load 

(daily minimum temperature above 26°C)
● Indoor air temperatures – and the number of threshold exceedances – show a 

clear-cut connection to urban structure (Local Climate Zones)
● and as well to some building characteristics (e.g. floor, building age),
● which is partly in line with previous studies (e.g. Franck et al. 2013) which were 

mostly based on less comprehensive data
● Indoor air temperatures reached their maximum during a short heat wave end of 

July 
● During this period also the effects of urban structure and building characteristics 

appear to be most pronounced
● Our preliminary results emphasize the relevance of the urban environment for 

indoor temperatures and thus the need for taking into account these effects in any 
strategies for urban climate change adaptation
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Outlook

In the framework of the Abc-project the here presented work will be complemented in 
several ways.

● Extended analysis of indoor temperature measurements concerning: 
● diurnal variations of environment/building effects on indoor temperatures
● Consideration of effects not taken into account so far (e.g. exposition of 

windows, approx. duration of insolation, ...)
● Comparison of indoor temperatures with nearby outdoor temperatures

● Statistical and numerical model studies including:
● Numerical ENVImet based simulations of different adaptation measures
● Statistical modeling of the 3-dimensional temperature distribution based on 

remote sensing data

● Studies focusing on aspects like heat risk perception among urban citizens 
(Beckmann & Hiete 2019)
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